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Mission Prologue:  

Last week on the USS Huron …

The crew was briefed by Admiral Morgan on the Breen withdrawal and was given recognitions for their accomplishments.  They also had the chance to say their good-byes to Executive Officer, Commander Anya Odan, who was being reassigned.

And now it is time to give them some rest and relaxation.  Is there really such a thing?  Here's hoping their shore leave will be uneventful.

Star Trek, A Call To Duty, is proud to present the USS Huron in … “Legends Never Die”, Chapter Two, “Calm before the Storm,” Stardate 10703.03

<<<<<<<<<<<< Begin Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>

FCO_Ltjg_Bishara says:
::In quarters fuming.::

CSO_Lt_Hayes says:
::Finishing her meal in a restaurant on the Promenade.::

CIV_Pringle says:
::Walking along the promenade looking in at the stores.::  Self: I should actually get something while I'm here. 

CIV_Sullivan says:
::Tending bar on the promenade.::

CEO_Cmdr_Sparks says:
::In her temporary digs on Starbase 129 wondering where Icky's gotten too.::

CIV_Dontal says:
::Walking along the corridors reading his new novel.::

OPS_Lt_Jara says:
@::Swallows 3 analgesic tablets and puts on a clean uniform.::

FCO_Ltjg_Bishara says:
Self:  Toir is going to get it this time.

Host CO_CAPT_Q`tor says:
::Having sent the last of his notifications off to next of kin, now back on the Starbase.::

FCO_Ltjg_Bishara says:
::WildWind comes around the corner and lands on her shoulder gently as she does not have his pad on her shoulder.::

CSO_Lt_Hayes says:
::Gets up and walks to the bar.::  Sullivan:  Do you have something refreshing and not alcoholic?

CIV_Sullivan says:
CSO:  Cranberry juice.

CIV_Dontal says:
::Gets to the part where the Hero gets the girl.::  Out loud: YES!   ::Everyone around him looks at him like he's crazy.::

CIV_Pringle says:
::Walks into the next store, she sees and starts looking about for something casual but good to wear.:: 

OPS_Lt_Jara says:
@::Hopes his headache will remain a dull roar.::

FCO_Ltjg_Bishara says:
WildWind: I am so angry I could punch him in the face.  ::Still angry as Toir is very late.::

CSO_Lt_Hayes says:
Sullivan:  Cranberry? That's Terran right?

CIV_Sullivan says:
CSO:  I've come to find it's Universal.

CSO_Lt_Hayes says:
Sullivan:  And how does it taste?  Fruity?

Host CO_CAPT_Q`tor says:
:: On the promenade looking for a Klingon establishment.::

CIV_Dontal says:
::Not paying attention to where he is going he walks into a wall and drops his padd he was reading.::

CIV_Sullivan says:
::Pours a glass.::  CSO:  Tart.

CIV_Pringle says:
::Finds a cute little outfit and tries it on.::  Self:  Perfect just perfect!

CEO_Cmdr_Sparks says:
::Paces in the room beginning to get a little worried now.::

ACTION:  As CIV Pringle tries on the outfit and bends over, it splits at the seams.

CSO_Lt_Hayes says:
Sullivan: Tart... okay, I'll try it. I guess it can't hurt a Trill to try cranberries, right?

Alfred says:
::Wipes glass at the Starbase bar.::

CIV_Dontal says:
::Picks his padd up and looks around feeling like an idiot.::

Host CO_CAPT_Q`tor says:
Self: They need to have a Klingon supply store.

CIV_Pringle says:
::Grabs the item, pays for it, and leaves the establishment heading to find something to eat.:: 

CIV_Reinhold says:
CIV Dontal:  Have I seen you around here before?  You look famliar.  ::Holds her hand out.::  Jessica Reinhold's the name.

OPS_Lt_Jara says:
@::Grunts and exits his quarters looking to see something other than the same colored walls.::

CIV_Sullivan says:
CSO:  Not at all.  ::Smiles.::

Alfred says:
::Smiles and begins to wipe the counter.::

CSO_Lt_Hayes says:
::Looks suspiciously at Sullivan and takes the glass in her right hand.::

CIV_Dontal says:
::Looks at Jessica and puts his hand out.::  Reinhold:  I should say it's very nice to see you.

FCO_Ltjg_Bishara says:
::Picks up WildWind's shoulder pad, she puts it on her shoulder as he gently steps onto it so his talons don't injure her and is ready for a walk.::

CIV_Pringle says:
::Walks into a biestro and sits down.:: 

CEO_Cmdr_Sparks says:
::Hears her stomach rumbling and decides not to wait any longer and heads out to find somewhere interesting to eat.::

Alfred says:
CIV_Pringle:  What may I offer you, Sir?

FCO_Ltjg_Bishara says:
::Attaches his chain to the ring on his leg, she walks out of quarters and into a lift for the promenade.::

CIV_Sullivan says:
::Watches Hayes to see how she likes it.::

CIV_Reinhold says:
Dontal:  Do you want to go get something to eat?  I was just on my way to the promenade.  I could use some company if you're hungry.

CSO_Lt_Hayes says:
::Studies the content of glass before taking a small sip of the red juice.::

ACTION:  As the CSO takes a sip of the juice, she notices something floating on the bottom of the glass, and it's moving.

CIV_Pringle says:
Bartender: I would like a cranberry juice and a chocolate cake please.

CIV_Dontal says:
Reinhold:  To be in your company, I would be hungry every minute.  ::Puts his arm out for her.::

CEO_Cmdr_Sparks says:
::Walks along the promenade reading the signs above the doorways.::

CIV_Reinhold says:
::Takes his arm, and smiles.::  Dontal:  Then food it is!  ::Walks with him to the promenade.::

Alfred says:
CIV_Pringle:  Of course Sir... I shall return momentarily.

CIV_Dontal says:
::Thinking to himself,  just like the hero in his story.::

CIV_Sullivan says:
Pringle:  Good selection. ::Pours another glass of cranberry juice, and puts in an order for the cake.::

ACTION:  As the CEO looks around, she misses one of the signs hanging low and walks right into it.

Alfred says:
CIV_Sullivan:  I shall return with 2 portions then, Sirs.

CSO_Lt_Hayes says:
Sullivan: Yuk!  What's that? ::Quickly puts the glass back on the bar.::

CIV_Sullivan says:
CSO:  Cranberry juice. ::Feels as if we've gone over this before::

Alfred says:
::Returns with both orders.::

CSO_Lt_Hayes says:
Sullivan: Cranberry juice comes from a toy? ::Points to the bottom of the glass.::

OPS_Lt_Jara says:
::Crosses over to the SB.::

CIV_Dontal says:
::Walks into the bar with lady in tow.::

OPS_Lt_Jara says:
::Strolls aimlessly on the starbase.::

CIV_Reinhold says:
Dontal:  Here we are.  You want to sit at the bar?  Or would you prefer a table?

CEO_Cmdr_Sparks says:
Self: Ouch!  ::Rubs her head.::

CIV_Sullivan says:
::Looks at the glass.:: CSO: Er - sincerest apologies. ::Removes the glass and it's squiggling occupants.::

FCO_Ltjg_Bishara says:
::Walks down the promenade looking to see if she sees Toir.::

CIV_Dontal says:
Reinhold: A table would be more .. ::pauses:: private.

CIV_Reinhold says:
::Grins at him.::  Dontal:  Looks like there's some action at the bar.  ::Points to the CSO and bartender.::  Wonder what they're serving here?

CSO_Lt_Hayes says:
Sullivan:  The taste of the juice wasn't too bad. Though I didn't get the chance to take a good sip.

CIV_Dontal says:
Reinhold: Then bar it is.

CIV_Pringle says:
::Grabs her juice and stuff and starts drinking.:: 

FCO_Ltjg_Bishara says:
::Senses just about every one on the station except Toir and wonders where he has gone.::

CIV_Sullivan says:
::Pours a new glass, ensuring it doesn't have any unwanted guests.::

CEO_Cmdr_Sparks says:
::Finds a bench and sits down for a moment.::  Self:  Darn that Icky for not getting here on time. ::Straightens her hair covering the reddened bump.::

CIV_Reinhold says:
::Heads to the bar and sits next to the CSO.  Looks at Sullivan.::  Sullivan:  Can I have ::looks at the juice:: a gin and tonic please?

CIV_Sullivan says:
::Passes it on to the CSO.:: CSO: There, that should be better.

CIV_Sullivan says:
Reinhold:  One gin and tonic, coming up.

OPS_Lt_Jara says:
::Looks at the docked ships and the stars through a window.::

CIV_Sullivan says:
::Starts to put together a gin and tonic.::

CIV_Reinhold says:
Sullivan:  Thank you!

CIV_Dontal says:
::Sets down beside Reinhold.:: Sullivan: I'll have the same.

FCO_Ltjg_Bishara says:
::Sits on the nearest bench and is very upset at being stood up.::

CIV_Sullivan says:
::Starts making enough for two.::

CSO_Lt_Hayes says:
Sullivan: Thanks. ::Takes the glass.::

CSO_Lt_Hayes says:
Dontal/Reinhold: Make sure you don't have unwanted guests at the bottom.

ACTION:  As the CO is wondering the corridors, a civilian carrying a large pile of boxes bumps into him and she drops the boxes all over the floor in front of him.

CIV_Dontal says:
::Looks at her funny.:: CSO: Unwanted guests?  What in the world do you mean?

CIV_Reinhold says:
CSO:  Unwanted guests?  Do I want to know?

CIV_Reinhold says:
::Looks into her glass before taking a sip.::  Dontal/CSO:  I think mine's good.

CSO_Lt_Hayes says:
Dontal/Reinhold: There was something, a bug maybe, in my first glass. But the bartender took care of it.

CIV_Pringle says:
::Stands up and puts the glass down grabbing her parcel and walking out of the establishment.::

CEO_Cmdr_Sparks says:
::Sees a sign that says Calico's Fine Dining and decides it's as good a place as any to eat.::

CIV_Dontal says:
::Looks at his.::  Reinhold/CSO:  Nothing here  :: takes a drink:: and very good I might add.

Host/Waiter says: 
::Notices the CEO enter.::  CEO:  Will you be dining alone?  ::Holds a menu for her.::

CSO_Lt_Hayes says:
::Drinks her bug-free cranberry juice.::

CIV_Reinhold says:
CSO:  Well let's hope there's no more.  I hate bugs.

CSO_Lt_Hayes says:
Reinhold/Dontal:  Any of you from the Huron?

CEO_Cmdr_Sparks says:
::Smiles and nods affirmatively.:: Host/Waiter:  Looks that way.  Do you have a table for one?

Host CO_CAPT_Q`tor says:
CIV Woman:  Excuse me.  ::Steps around the woman.::

CIV_Dontal says:
CSO:  Oh no, I'm just passing through, headed for Vulcan.

CIV_Reinhold says:
CSO:  Nope, I was just stationed here two weeks ago.

Host/Waiter says:
CEO:  Would you like a table in the back or by the windows?

FCO_Ltjg_Bishara says:
::Puts her face in her hands and begins to cry softly.::

Woman says: 
Out loud:  Well!!!  Aren't you going to even help me with these boxes?

CIV_Sullivan says:
::Tends bar.::

CSO_Lt_Hayes says:
Dontal/Reinhold: I was just reassigned to the Huron. I was on the USS Hayden before. I was just wondering if any of the crew was around. I was told they would be on leave. I'll have to report to the ship soon if I don't find any of them.

CEO_Cmdr_Sparks says:
Host/Waiter: By the window please.

CIV_Pringle says:
::Walks up and notices the FCO and puts her back down sitting down beside the FCO.::  FCO:  What’s wrong, hun?

Host/Waiter says:
::Takes the menu with him.::  CEO:  This way please.  Such a lovely lady, and eating all alone?

CIV_Dontal says:
CSO:  Good luck on your assignment.  ::Looks at her collar.::  Lieutenant, is it?

Host CO_CAPT_Q`tor says:
::Turns and looks at the woman.::  Woman: Help you do what with them?

CSO_Lt_Hayes says:
Dontal: Yes, Lieutenant.  Lieutenant Neve Hayes.  And you are? ::Extends a hand.::

CIV_Reinhold says:
Dontal:  That's where I know you from!  We came in on the same shuttle!

FCO_Ltjg_Bishara says:
::Looks up and sees who is talking to her.::

CEO_Cmdr_Sparks says:
::Follows him to the table.::  Host/Waiter:  Well that wasn't the plan, but then when do things ever turn out the way you expect?

CIV_Pringle says:
::Softly smiles at the FCO.:: 

CIV_Dontal says:
Reinhold:  I don't recall seeing you, but I was too busy with my new story.

Woman says:
CO:  Never mind!  I'll get them.

FCO_Ltjg_Bishara says:
CIV:  I am sorry.  I have been stood up by one that is supposed to be my bonded mate.  But you are not Betazoid so you wouldn't know about those things.

FCO_Ltjg_Bishara says:
::WildWind stamps on her shoulder.::

Host CO_CAPT_Q`tor says:
::Sighs heavily and bends down to pick up one of the smaller boxes and holds it out for the woman.::

ACTION:  As the CO bends over, he hears a ripping sound.

FCO_Ltjg_Bishara says:
WildWind:  Please behave.

CIV_Pringle says:
FCO:  I may not be Betazoid, but I do understand. I have been stood up by my husband many a night.

ACTION:  As the CSO swivels on her chair the bolts underneath give way, and she falls into Dontal's lap.

FCO_Ltjg_Bishara says:
CIV:  Really?  That is sad.

CIV_Dontal says:
::Catches her.::  CSO:  I got you.  ::Puts his arms around her to hold her sturdy.::

CSO_Lt_Hayes says:
Dontal:  Sorry.  ::Tries to get up.::  I'm sorry.

CSO_Lt_Hayes says:
Sullivan:  Care for a new chair?

CSO_Lt_Hayes says:
Dontal:  Really sorry, again.  Seems that this bar doesn't like me.

CIV_Pringle says:
FCO:  So I know a thing or two I should think. 

CEO_Cmdr_Sparks says:
::Makes her selections from the menu, ordering an iced tea as well.::

Woman says:
CO:  Thank you, you are too kind!  ::Mumbles .. for a Klingon.::  Self:  Kinda cute too.

FCO_Ltjg_Bishara says:
CIV:  I would think so.  How long have you been married?

CIV_Dontal says:
::Helps her up.::  CSO:  Just not your day is it?

CIV_Sullivan says:
CSO:  Er - yeah, sorry about that. ::Puts in a request for a new chair.::

CIV_Pringle says:
FCO:  A little over 5 years.

Host CO_CAPT_Q`tor says:
::Bows his head to the woman and continues on his way.::

Host/Waiter says:
CEO:  I'll put that order in for you, Ma'am.

FCO_Ltjg_Bishara says:
CIV:  Forgive me for asking.  I usually don't even ask let alone talk to others much these days.

CSO_Lt_Hayes says:
Dontal: I guess I'll stand while I'm finishing my cranberry juice. So we were saying, stories?

CIV_Pringle says:
FCO:  How come? You're a bright young lady.. Very personable.

FCO_Ltjg_Bishara says:
CIV:  Five years is a short time.

CIV_Dontal says:
CSO:  No, no, you sit here.  I can stand, and yes, I write stories.

CEO_Cmdr_Sparks says:
::Gazes out the window at the docked ships and the shuttles heading out.::

Woman says:
::Wonders if she should tell him, then decides against it.  Just watches the Klingon walk away with ripped pants.::

FCO_Ltjg_Bishara says:
CIV:  Being Betazoid I usually speak telepathically but lately there hasn't been much to talk about.

CSO_Lt_Hayes says:
::Takes Dontal's seat.::  Dontal:  Thanks.  What are your stories about?

CIV_Pringle says:
FCO:  Would it would surprise you to know, I'm a latent telepath? 

FCO_Ltjg_Bishara says:
CIV:  You are?

CIV_Pringle says:
FCO:  Very Latent, not strong at all.

CIV_Dontal says:
CSO:  Mystery with a little drama.  I am on my way to Vulcan for some research on my next book.

Host/Waiter says:
::Returns with the CEO's drink.::  CEO:  Here you go, my lady.  You look blue.

CSO_Lt_Hayes says:
Dontal:  Interesting.  ::Turns to Reinhold.::

Host CO_CAPT_Q`tor says:
::Continues his search feeling just slightly breezier than before.::

CSO_Lt_Hayes says:
Reinhold:  We have a writer.  What is your field of work?

CEO_Cmdr_Sparks says:
Host/Waiter: Thank you. ::Takes the drink and sips it.::

CEO_Cmdr_Sparks says:
Host/Waiter:  Very refreshing.  ::Turns back to staring out the window.::

CIV_Reinhold says:
CSO:  I'm actually in the medical field.  I've been assigned to assist in their sickbay here.  I'm just waiting and hoping they'll give me a ship assignment soon.

FCO_Ltjg_Bishara says:
CIV:  Oh well I am a strong telepath but......... ::looks away as a the tears begin to fall again.::

CSO_Lt_Hayes says:
Reinhold:  I was a MO and CMO at some point. It's really rewarding work, even if difficult.  I'll be CSO on the Huron though.

Host/Waiter says:
CEO:  Your food will be out shortly.  So what's a pretty little lady like you doing eating all alone?

CIV_Pringle says:
::Reaches over and places a hand on the FCO’s hand.::  ~~~I Hope you can hear this. It'll be alright.~~~

Host CO_CAPT_Q`tor says:
::Finally spots a Klingon sign and heads that way.::

FCO_Ltjg_Bishara says:
~~~ CIV Pringle: Yes I hear you but only because you are in close proximity.~~~

CEO_Cmdr_Sparks says:
::Thinks this guy is too nosey.::  Host/Waiter:  Well my fiance is just a little late.....you know those big security types, always looking for those nosey parkers that bother ladies.  ::Smiles and takes another sip.::

CIV_Reinhold says:
CSO:  Did it take long for you to be assigned a vessel?  I know I've graduated from the Academy, but I was rather hoping I would get a ship assignment.  Is there anything special I need to do?

CIV_Pringle says:
~~~FCO: Like I said, I'm not strong at all. Just let it go. I'll be on the starbase awhile but have to get running would you like to maybe grab a bite and chat soon?~~~

Host/Waiter says:
::Leans over not taking the hint.::  CEO:  I know what you mean.  That does get really annoying.

CSO_Lt_Hayes says:
Reinhold:  It took about 6 months.

CIV_Reinhold says:
Dontal:  What about you?  Do you just travel to write your stories?

CSO_Lt_Hayes says:
Reinhold: Just be yourself. Follow the SF guidelines per what is expected of an officer. Stay truth to your Oath as a doctor. You'll do fine.

Host CO_CAPT_Q`tor says:
::Enters the shop and calls out – loudly.::  ngevwI':  qanloD, It smells in here!

CIV_Dontal says:
Reinhold:  mainly, but I also like to see all the places there are to see, so I guess it goes hand and hand

CEO_Cmdr_Sparks says:
::Lifts the glass and shoves it under the host's nose.::  Host/Waiter: Refill please?

CIV_Reinhold says:
::Nods at her, and smiles.::  CSO:  I guess I am just being impatient.  Maybe it's part of the test.  ::Chuckles.::

Old Man says: 
CO:  You're in a Klingon shop!  Of course it smells!  All Klingon shops smell!

CSO_Lt_Hayes says:
Dontal: You must have seen rather interesting things in your travels.

CIV_Dontal says:
CSO:  A few, one of my favorites was the Klingon home world. Now that is a very interesting place.

Host/Waiter says:
CEO:  Sure thing.  I'll be right back with that.  ::Leaves her, thinking the CEO sure can drink like a fish.::

CSO_Lt_Hayes says:
Dontal: I've been there once.  Didn't have time to see much though.  What was your favorite place there?

CEO_Cmdr_Sparks says:
::As she looks out at the ships, notices a name that seems familiar.:: Self:  Aries?  Why does that sound so familiar?

FCO_Ltjg_Bishara says:
::Watches as Pringle hurries off feeling the loneliness again return.::

Host CO_CAPT_Q`tor says:
ngevwI':  How much fire wine do you currently have in stock?

Host/Waiter says:
::Returns with another iced tea, and the food for the CEO.::  CEO:  Dinner is served ma'am.  ::Places the drink and food on the table for her.::

CEO_Cmdr_Sparks says:
Host/Waiter: Thank you again. This looks delicious.

CIV_Dontal says:
CSO:  I could begin to tell you the name of the place, it was close to their capital.

Shopkeeper says: 
CO:  How much are you interested in buying?  We have several bottles on the shelves over there, and a few barrels in the back.

Host CO_CAPT_Q`tor says:
ngevwI' : All of it.

FCO_Ltjg_Bishara says:
::Sits there crying softly wondering if the loneliness will ever depart.::

CSO_Lt_Hayes says:
Dontal: Mmm... I'm sorry but I think I'll have to cut this short. I didn't see the time fly, but I have to report to the Huron.  Before I go, are your stories published? I could get one.

Waiter says:
CEO:  Let me know if there is anything else I can get you, Ma'am.

CEO_Cmdr_Sparks says:
::Puts the salad dressing on her salad and mixes it up.::

Shopkeeper says:
CO:  You want .. all of it?  ::Thinks he's going to be able to close up shop early tonight.::

CIV_Dontal says:
CSO:  Oh yes, look for the name Dontal Starbuckers.

CEO_Cmdr_Sparks says:
Host/Waiter:  I'm fine thanks, but bring the dessert trolley over later. ::Grins.::

CSO_Lt_Hayes says:
Dontal:  Will do. Thanks and good luck for your future novel.

CIV_Reinhold says:
CSO:  It was nice meeting you!  Good luck with your ship!

Host CO_CAPT_Q`tor says:
ngevwI' :  Did I stutter, or otherwise not speak clearly qanloD?  All of it!

CIV_Dontal says:
CSO:  Nice meeting you and good luck.

CSO_Lt_Hayes says:
Reinholds:  Nice meeting you too. Good luck on the station.  I wish you all the best.

Host/Waiter says:
::Smiles at her.::  CEO:  I will do that.  ::Leaves her eat in peace.::

CIV_Reinhold says:
CSO:  Thank you!  ::Waves good-bye.::

CSO_Lt_Hayes says:
::Nods at both of them and leaves.::

CEO_Cmdr_Sparks says:
::Munches away as she mulls the name Aries over in her head.::

CIV_Reinhold says:
::Finishes up her drink and looks at Sullivan again.::  Sullivan:  Another drink please?

CIV_Sullivan says:
::Refills galore.::

CIV_Dontal says:
Reinhold:  So you are going to be stationed here?

Shopkeeper says:
CO:  And how will you be paying for this?  ::Starts to gather up the bottles off the rack.::

FCO_Ltjg_Bishara says:
::Tears still evident on her cheeks she walks back towards the lift and WildWind is not happy about his master crying and being lonely.::

CEO_Cmdr_Sparks says:
Self: That's it! I remember now.  ::Takes another bite of salad.::

Host CO_CAPT_Q`tor says:
ngevwI':  Charge it to tuq Qaveq and have it delivered to the USS Huron.

CSO_Lt_Hayes says:
::Turns left on the corridor, hoping that the Station OPS gave her the right directions to get to the Huron a few hours earlier.::

Shopkeeper says:
CO:  Your wish is my command.  Right away, Sir.

Host CO_CAPT_Q`tor says:
ngevwI': I'll be wanting that before the day is through.

CEO_Cmdr_Sparks says:
::Pulls a padd from her bag and inputs the name Aries and waits for confirmation.::

Shopkeeper says:
CO:  Would you like it delivered to your quarters?

CIV_Dontal says:
Reinhold:  Care to head over to my temporary quarters?  I would like to here your story, since I'm here for a couple days.

Host CO_CAPT_Q`tor says:
ngevwI' :  No, just make sure my name is on it.  My crew will know where to store.

CIV_Reinhold says:
::Nods to Sullivan who just refilled her glass, checking to make sure there is nothing floating in it.::  Sullivan:  Thank you.  
Dontal:  I'm going to be stationed here until I am assigned to a vessel, hopefully soon.

CEO_Cmdr_Sparks says:
::Giggles to herself as the information scrolls across the padd.:: Self:  Icky is going to be sorry he missed seeing this.

Shopkeeper says:
CO:  Will do.  It will be taken care of immediately.

CSO_Lt_Hayes says:
::Takes a few different turns and finds the Huron.::

Host CO_CAPT_Q`tor says:
ngevwI' : And it better be worth what you are charging for it.  If it's diluted, or a bad vintage I will be back, and I will not be in the wonderful mood that I am enjoying now.

FCO_Ltjg_Bishara says:
::Gets into the lift and orders it to head for the deck that has her quarters on it.::

CIV_Reinhold says:
Dontal:  I probably should be headed back to the labs.  I need to check some experiments I was taking care of.  But maybe later if you're still around.

CEO_Cmdr_Sparks says:
::Reads the data.:: Computer: USS Aries, flagship of Vice Admiral Serena Sheridan. Current assignment, Starbase 16, Aldebaran System.

Host CO_CAPT_Q`tor says:
::Turns and leaves the shop.::  Self:  Maybe I can find a HoqI' game.

CIV_Dontal says:
Reinhold:  I'll be here for the next 3 days.  That’s when my transport is scheduled to leave.

Shopkeeper says:
::Prepares the order from the CO, and prepares to have it beamed to the appropriate place on the Huron.::

CEO_Cmdr_Sparks says:
::Places the padd back in her bag.:: Self: I wonder if she's on the station?  I'd love to see her after all I've heard about her.

CIV_Reinhold says:
Dontal:  I'll make sure I stop by before you leave.

CEO_Cmdr_Sparks says:
::Motions to the host.::

FCO_Ltjg_Bishara says:
::Steps off the lift and runs to her quarters and releases WildWind and throws herself on the bed crying hard.::

CIV_Dontal says:
Reinhold:  You won’t regret it.  ::Gets up.::  See you then.

CIV_Reinhold says:
Sullivan:  Thanks for the drinks.  ::Puts her credit stick on the table to pay for the drinks.::

CIV_Reinhold says:
::Grins at him wondering what he meant by that.::

CIV_Sullivan says:
::Nods.::

Host CO_CAPT_Q`tor says:
::Turns back to the ngevwI' just before he exits.:: ngevwI': nuqDoH 'oH puchpa''e'

CIV_Dontal says:
Sullivan:  I'll get that.    
Reinhold:  On me.

CIV_Reinhold says:
Dontal:  Thank you.  That's so sweet of you.

<<<<<<<<<<<< Pause Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>


